We introduce the notion of the generalized semi-monadic rewrite system, which is a generalization of well-known rewrite systems: the ground rewrite system, the monadic rewrite system, and the semi-monadic rewrite system. We show that linear generalized semi-monadic rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability. We show that a tree language L is recognizable if and only if there exists a rewrite system R such that RUR-' is a linear generalized semi-monadic rewrite system and that L is the union of finitely many +-+,*-classes. We show several decidability and undecidability results on rewrite systems effectively preserving recognizability and on generalized semi-monadic rewrite systems. For example, we show that for a rewrite system R effectively preserving recognizability, it is decidable if R is locally confluent. Moreover, we show that preserving recognizability and effectively preserving recognizability are modular properties of linear collapse-free rewrite systems. Finally, as a consequence of our results on trees we get that restricted right-left overlapping string rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability.
Introduction
Tree automata and recognizable tree languages proved to be an efficient tool in the theory of rewrite systems, see [15] for an overview. Let C be a ranked alphabet, let R be a rewrite system over Z, and let L be a tree language over C. Then R;(L)=Mq+,*p for some q EL} is the set of descendants of trees in L. When Z is apparent from the context, we simply write R*(L) rather than R;(L). A rewrite system R over Z preserves C-recognizability, if for each recognizable tree language L over Z, R:(L) is recognizable. The signature sign(R) of a rewrite system R is the ranked alphabet consisting of all symbols appearing in the rules of R. In [14] Gilleron showed that for a rewrite system R it is not decidable if R preserves sign(R)-recognizability.
A rewrite system R over d preserves recognizability, if for each ranked alphabet C with A & C, R preserves C-recognizability. It is not known yet whether or not it is decidable for a rewrite system R whether R preserves recognizability. We show that there is a ranked alphabet C and there is a linear rewrite system R over C such that R preserves C-recognizability but does not preserve recognizability. Let R be a rewrite system over sign (R) , and let Z = {f, # } U sign(R), where f E Zz -sign(R) and # E Co -sign(R). We show that R preserves C-recognizability if and only if R preserves recognizability.
Let R be a rewrite system over a ranked alphabet C. We say that R effectively preserves C-recognizability if for a given tree automaton ?J over 2, we can effectively construct a tree automaton '3 over C such that L(GQ=Rg(L(S3)).
Let R be a rewrite system over a ranked alphabet A. We say that R effectively preserves recognizability if for a given ranked alphabet C with A c C and a given tree automaton 99 over C, we can effectively construct a tree automaton %? over C such that L(%') = Rg(L(B)).
Let R be a rewrite system over sign (R) , and let C = {f, # } Usign(R), where f E Cz -sign (R) and # E Co -sign(R). We show that R effectively preserves C-recognizability if and only if R effectively preserves recognizability.
In spite of Gilleron's undecidability results, we know several rewrite systems which preserve recognizability.
Brainerd [2] showed that ground rewrite systems over any ranked alphabet C effectively preserve C-recognizability.
Gallier and Book [ 1 l] introduced the notion of a monadic rewrite system, and Salomaa [20] showed that linear monadic rewrite systems over any ranked alphabet C effectively preserve Z-recognizability. A rewrite system is monadic if each left-hand side is of depth at least 1 and each right-hand side is of depth at most 1. Coquide et al. [4] defined the concept of a semi-monadic rewrite system generalizing the notion of a monadic rewrite system and the notion of a ground rewrite system. A rewrite system R over C is semi-monadic if, for every rule I --+ r in R, depth(l) 2 1 and either depth(r) = 0 or r=fh,..., yk), where f EZk, k>l, and for each i~{l,...,k}, either yi is a variable (i.e., yi EX) or yi is a ground term (i.e., yi E T,). It is immediate that each monadic rewrite system is semi-monadic as well. Coquide et al. [4] showed that linear semi-monadic rewrite systems over any ranked alphabet C effectively preserve Z-recognizability. We generalize even further the concept of a semi-monadic rewrite system introducing the concept of a generalized semi-monadic rewrite system (gsm rewrite system for short). A rewrite system R is gsm if there is no rule I -+ r in R with 1 EX and the following holds. For any rules II-+ rl and 12 + i-2 in R, for any occurrences a E O(q) and /I E 0 (12) , and for any supertree Es E Tz(X) of 12//I with var ( 13 ) fl uar( II ) = 0, if (i) a=J. or fi=n, (ii) r-I/a and 13 are unifiable, and (iii) 0 is a most general unifier of rl/a and 13, then (a) 12/P E-Y or (b) for each y E O(ls), if I2//Iy EX, then a(Zs/y) EX U Tz.
We show that a linear gsm (lgsm) rewrite system R over A effectively preserves recognizability in the following way. Let L be a recognizable tree language over C with A C C, and let 93 = (C, B, Ra, B') be a tree automaton recognizing L. Similarly to the constructions of Salomaa [20] and CoquidC et al. [4] , we construct a sequence of bottom-up tree automata %?i = (Z, C, Ri, B'), i 2 0, having the same ranked alphabet, state set, and final state set. The rule set Ro contains Rg. Moreover, Ro contains rules which enable R,J to recognize the right-hand sides of rules in R. For each i 20, Ri+l contains Ri, and for each rule I +r in R, %i+l simulates, on the right-hand side r, the computation of %'i on the left-hand side 1. There is a least integer A4 2 0 such that RM = RM+I. Hence 55'~ = %~+t. We show that L(%M) = R*(L).
Brainerd [2] , Kozen [ 171,  and Fiiliip and Vagvijlgyi [lo] showed that a tree language L is recognizable if and only if there exists a ground rewrite system R such that L is the union of finitely many ++,*-classes. We show that a tree language L is recognizable if and only if there exists a rewrite system R such that R U R-' is an lgsm rewrite system and that L is the union of finitely many *i-classes.
It is well known that the symbols of an alphabet C can be considered as unary function symbols, and hence words over Z can be considered as unary trees over the ranked alphabet C U {#}, where # $ C is a symbol of rank 0. For example the word apple can be considered as the tree a(p(p(Z(e(#))))),
where # 6 C is a symbol of rank 0. Then recognizable string languages over Z are the same as recognizable tree languages over the ranked alphabet C U (~7). Let R be a string rewrite system over C. We can consider R as a rewrite system as follows. The left-hand sides and the right-hand sides of the rules in R can be considered as trees containing the variable xi instead of #.
Hence our concepts and results carry over to strings as well. Let R be a string rewrite system. We say that R is restricted right-left overlapping if there is no rule A+ r in R, and the following holds. For any rules 11 + r1 and 12 -+ r2 in R, for any nonempty suffix u E C+ of t-1 and any nonempty suffix v E .Z+ of 12, if u = t-1 or v = 12, then v cannot be a proper prefix of u. It should be clear what we mean when we say that a string rewrite system R effectively preserves recognizability.
The following statement is an interesting consequence of our results on rewrite systems, and a generalization of the well-known result that monadic rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability.
Restricted right-left overlapping string rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability.
Moreover, a string language L is recognizable if and only if there exists a rewrite system R such that R U R-' is a restricted right-left overlapping string rewrite system and that L is the union of finitely many *,*-classes.
We show the following decidability results.
(1) Let RI, Rz be rewrite systems. Let RI effectively preserve recognizability.
Then it is decidable if -iZ c +z,.
(2) Let RI and R2 be rewrite systems effectively preserving recognizability. Then it is decidable which one of the following four mutually excluding conditions holds.
(i) -)R*, c -)iZ, (ii) -iZ c +R*,, (iii) --+R*, =-i * RI'
(iv) +R*, w +&, where "w" stands for the incomparability relationship.
(3) For an lgsm rewrite system R, it is decidable whether R is left-to-right minimal.
(A rewrite system R is left-to-right minimal if for each rule I + r in R, -+z_iI+rj c -;.> (4) Let RI and R2 be rewrite systems such that RI U RF' and R2 U Ry' are rewrite systems and effectively preserve recognizability.
Then it is decidable which one of the following four mutually excluding conditions holds. (5) Let R be a rewrite system such that R U R-' is an lgsm rewrite system. Then it is decidable whether R is two-way minimal. (A rewrite system R is two-way minimal if for each rule 1-r in R, H~_~,_~) c H;.) (6) Let RI,Rz be rewrite systems over a ranked alphabet C. Let RI effectively preserve recognizability.
Let g E C -CO be such that g does not occur on the left-hand side of any rule in RI, and let # E CO be irreducible for RI. where "w" stands for the incomparability relationship.
(10) Let R be a rewrite system over C such that R U R-' is an lgsm rewrite system. Moreover, let g E C -& be such that g does not occur in any rule of R, and let # E Cc be irreducible for R U R-l. Then it is decidable whether R is two-way ground minimal.
x G)c++R*n(zi x r,).) (11) Let R be a rewrite system over C effectively preserving recognizability, and let
p, q E I&(X).
Then it is decidable if there exists a tree r E T&C) such that p -+z r and q+R*r.
(12) Let R be a rewrite system over C effectively preserving recognizability. Then it is decidable if R is locally confluent.
By direct inspection we obtain that for any deterministic top-down tree transducer d = (C, d, A, as, R) with CfVl = 0, R is a convergent left-linear gsm rewrite system over the ranked alphabet AUCU A. Hence Fiilop's [8] undecidability results on deterministic top-down tree transducers simply imply the following. Each of the following questions is undecidable for any convergent left-linear gsm rewrite systems RI and Rz over a ranked alphabet 52, for any recognizable tree language L & TO given by a tree automaton over 52 recognizing L, where r is the smallest ranked alphabet for which RI(L) G Tr. (Here R,(L) is the set of ground Ri-normal forms of L, i.e. RI(L)=RT(L)~IRR(RI).) (i) Is RI(L) n R&5) empty? (ii) Is RI(L) n R&5) infinite? (iii) Is R,(L) n R&C) recognizable? (iv) Is Tr -RI(L) empty? (v) Is Tr -RI(L) infinite? (vi) Is Tr -R,(L) recognizable? (vii) Is RI(L) recognizable? (viii) Is R,(L) = Rz(L)?
(ix) Is RI(L) C Rz(L)? FiilGp and Gyenizse [9] showed that it is undecidable for a tree function induced by a deterministic homomorphism if it is injective. Hence the following holds. Let R be a convergent left-linear gsm rewrite system over Z. Let L C TZ be a recognizable tree language. Then it is undecidable if the tree function -i n (15 x R(L)) is injective.
We say that a rewrite system R is collapse-free if there is no rule 1+ r in R such that 1 E X or r EX. Finally, we show that preserving recognizability and effectively preserving recognizability are modular properties of linear collapse-free rewrite systems. That is, the following results hold. Let R and S be linear collapse-free rewrite systems over disjoint ranked alphabets. Then R and S preserve recognizability if and only if the disjoint union R @ S of R and S also preserves recognizability.
Moreover, R and S effectively preserve recognizability if and only if the disjoint union R@S of R and S also effectively preserves recognizability.
These results imply that preserving recognizability and effectively preserving recognizability are modular properties of I-free string rewrite systems.
This paper is divided into six sections. In Section 2, we recall the necessary notions and notations. In Section 3, we show that lgsm rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability.
In Section 4, we illustrate by an example the constructions presented in Section 3. In Section 5, we study rewrite systems preserving recognizability and gsm rewrite systems. Finally, in Section 6, we present our concluding remarks, and some open problems.
Preliminaries
We recall and invent some notations, basic definitions and terminology which will be used in the rest of the paper. Nevertheless the reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic concepts of rewrite systems and of tree language theory (see, e.g. [7, 12, 131) .
The cardinal@ of a set A is denoted by IAl. The domain and the range of a binary relation p is denoted by &m(p) and by run(p), respectively. We denote by p-' the inverse of p. The composition of relations p and r is denoted by p o r.
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N, and N* stands for the free monoid generated by N with empty word ;1 as identity element. Consider the words a, /3, y EN* such that a = fly. Then we say that a is an extension of fi, /3 is a prefix of CL and y is a suffix of ~1. Moreover, if LX # B, then p is a proper prefix of a. For a word CI E N*, Zength(cr) stands for the length of a.
A ranked alphabet is a finite set C in which every symbol has a unique rank in N.
For m 2 0, .Z, denotes the set of all elements of Z which have rank m. The elements of CO are called constants. We assume that all ranked alphabets C and A that we consider have the following property. If CJ E Ci, and IS E Aj, then i = j. In other words, 0 has the same rank in Z as in A. For a set of variables Y and ranked alphabet C, the set Tr(Y) of Z-terms (or Z-trees) over Y is the smallest set satisfying If Y = 0, then Tr(Y) is written as Z". A term t E TX(Y) is a ground term if t E TZ also holds. A tree t E T&V(Y) is linear if any variable of Y occurs at most once in t.
We specify a countable set X = {x1,x2 , . . .} of variables which will be kept fixed in this paper. Moreover, we put X,,, = {xi,. . . ,x, ), for m > 0. Hence X0 = 8.
We shall need a few functions on terms. For a term t E T&X), the depth depth(t) E N, the set of variables mu-(t) of t, and the set of occurrences 0(t) C N* are defined by recursion: We note that depth(t) = mux{length(cr) 1 CI E O(t)}.
For each t E T&f) and u E O(t), we introduce the subterm t/u E Tz(X) of t at CI as follows:
(a) for tE&UX, t/A=t; For any m> 1, we distinguish a subset Tr(X,) of Tz(X,) as follows: a tree t E T&Y,)
is in 2=&C,) if and only if each variable in X,,, appears exactly once in t and the order of the variables from left to right in t is xi,. . . ,x,. Let C be a ranked alphabet. Let f E Cl, t E TZ be arbitrary. The tree f"(t) E TX, k20, is defined by recursion: f'(t)=t, and fk+'(t)= f(fk(t)) for k>O.
A substitution is a mapping CJ : X --+ T&Y) which is different from the identity only for a finite subset Dam(a) of X. For any substitution (r with Dam(o) CX,, m>O, the term o(t) is produced from t by replacing each occurrence of xi with a(xi) for 1 <i <m.
For any trees tET&J&), tl,..., tk E Tz(X) and for the substitution cr with Dam(o) CXk and a(xi)=ti for i= l,..., k, we denote the term a(t) by t[tl, . . . , tk] as well. Moreover, for any k,m with 1 <m < k, for any tree t E Tz({x,, . . . ,Xk}) and for any substitution 0 with 0(x,,,)=&,..., C$xk) = tk, We denote G(t) dS0 by t[& + tm, . . . ,Xk +-tk]. We say that the pair (Ii, q ) is a variant of the pair (12, r2) if there is a substitution cr :X+X such that (i) e(Z2) = Ii and U(Q) = q. and that (ii) for all xi,xj E mzr(lz) U our,
C(xi) = o(x~)
implies that xi =xj.
Let Z be a ranked alphabet and let S, t E T,(X). A unifier of s and t is a substitution 8 such that 19(s) = O(t). A most general unifier of s and t is a unifier 8 of s and t such that for each unifier o of s and t, there is a substitution Q' satisfying that c/(0(s)) = a(s) and a'(O(t))= a(t). It is decidable if s and t are unifiable. Moreover, if s and t are unifiable, then one can effectively construct a most general unifier of s and t, see Theorem 4.3 in [18] . Throughout the paper we shall consider the most general unifiers of two arbitrary unifiable linear terms S, t E T&Y) with our(s) n uur(t) = 0. We construct a most general unifier of s and t as follows. Let the substitution o : X + T'(X) be defined in the following way. Let x E oar(s) be arbitrary and let a E U(s) be such that s/a EX. If CI E O(t), then let o(x) = t/a, otherwise let o(x) = n. Moreover, let x E uar(t) be arbitrary and let cc E O(t) be such that t/a E X. Let Z be a ranked alphabet and let u, a E Tz(X). The tree u is a supertree of u if u is linear and there is a substitution 0 such that u = rr(u). We illustrate the concept of a supertree by an example. Let Z = Co U Cl U Cl, CO = {#}, Xl= {f},
are supertrees of f(g(#, #)). On the other hand,
is not linear. Let Z be a ranked alphabet. Then a rewrite system R over Z is a finite subset of T&X) x Tr(X) such that for each (I, r) E R, each variable of r also occurs in 1. Elements (1, Y) of R are called rules and are denoted by 14 r.
Note that for a rewrite system R, the set R U R-' is also a rewrite system if and only if for each rule I -+ r in R, each variable of I also occurs in r.
Let R be a rewrite system. We say that R is collapse-free if there is no rule I--+ r in R such that VEX or r EX.
Let R be a rewrite system over C. Then sign(R) C: Z is the ranked alphabet consisting of all symbols appearing in the rules of R.
Let R be a rewrite system over C. Given any two terms s and t in T&Y) and an occurrence c1 E O(s), we say that s rewrites to t at a and denote this by s +R t if there is some pair (I, r) E R and a substitution o such that s/g = a(Z) and t = s[c( + o(r)].
Here we also say that R rewrites s to t applying the rule Z---f r at GI. Relation -i is the reflexive and transitive closure of +R, and +-+i is the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure of +R. Finally, -i is the transitive closure of +R. It should be clear that +-+i is an equivalence relation. We denote by [t]R the @,*-class of a tree t E T&Y). Note that if R U R-' is a rewrite system and t E TX, then [t]R S Tz.
A left-linear (linear, resp.) rewrite system is one in which no variable occurs more than once on any left-hand side (right-hand side and left-hand side, resp.). A ground rewrite system is one of which all rules are ground (i.e. elements of TX x Tz).
A rewrite system is monadic if each left-hand side is of depth at least 1 and each right-hand side is of depth at most 1. Coquide et al. [4] defined the concept of a semi-monadic rewrite system generalizing the notion of a monadic rewrite system and the notion of a ground rewrite system. A rewrite system R over C is semi-monadic if, for every rule I + r in R, depth(Z) B 1 and either depth(r) = 0 or r = f(yl,. . . , yk), where f ECU, k>l, and for each i~{l,..., k}, either yi is a variable (i.e., yi EX) or yi is a ground term (i.e., yi E Tz). It is immediate that each monadic rewrite system is semi-monadic as well.
Let R be a rewrite system over C.
Let + be a binary relation on a set A. We say that 4 is (i) confluent if, for every U,D~,UZ EA, it holds that if u+*ui and u +*Q., then there exists a us EA such that vi --+*vs and u2 --+* 4;
(ii) noetherian if there is no infinite sequence ui --t v2 -+ vg -+ .-+ ; (iii) convergent if + is confluent and noetherian.
The set of all ground terms that are irreducible for R is denoted by IRR(R).
Let R be a convergent rewrite system over C, and let p E Tz(X). It is well known that there exists exactly one term t E Tz(X) irreducible for R such that p-+-i t. We call t the R-normal form of p. Let p E Tz be arbitrary, and let t be the R-normal form of p. It is obvious that t E ZRR(R). Let L s Tz. The set of R-normal forms of the trees in the tree language L is denoted by R(L). It should be clear that R(L) = R*(L) n ZRR(R).
We adopt the concept of a critical pair from [ 161. Let R be a rewrite system and assume that the rules Ii + ~1, 12 -+ r-2 are in R. Let us take a variant 1; -+ r; of 12 + r-2 such that uar(Zi) n ear = 0. Let us assume that there is a tree t = II/II, where tl E O(Zi), such that t $X, t and 1; are unifiable. Let c be a most general unifier of t and 1;. Let ui = a(~) and define u2 from a(li) by substituting a(ri) for the subterm a(t) = a($) at the occurrence CG Then we call (vi,vz) a critical pair of R. Huet [16] showed the following result. Let R and S be rewrite systems over the disjoint ranked alphabets Z and A, respectively. Then the disjoint union R @S of R and S is the rewrite system R U S over the ranked alphabet I: U A. Let C be a class of rewrite systems, let C be closed under disjoint union. A property 9 is modular for C if for any R,S E C over disjoint ranked alphabets, R @ S has the property 9 if and only if both R and S have the property 8. For a short survey on the disjoint union of rewrite systems, see the introduction of [3] . Moreover, see [3] also for recent results in this area.
Let C be a ranked alphabet, a bottom-up tree automaton over C is a quadruple &=(Z,A,R,Ar), where A is a finite set of states of rank 0, CnA =8, Af( CA) is the set of final states, R is a finite set of rules of the following two types:
(i) &al,...,4 +a with n30, ~EC,, al ,..., a,,aEA.
(ii) a --+ a' with a, a' E A (i,-rules). We consider R as a ground rewrite system over C U A. The tree language recognized by ZZ' isL(&)={tETz.I@aEAf)t -+i a}. A tree language L is recognizable if there exists a bottom-up tree automaton &' such that L(d) =L (see [12] ). The bottom-up tree automaton d = (C,A, R,Af) is deterministic if R has no I-rules and R has no two rules with the same left-hand side. We say that the bottom-up tree automaton s&' is connected if for every a E A there exists t E Tz such that t-i a. Every recognizable tree language can be recognized by a deterministic connected bottom-up tree automaton (see [12] ). The following important result was shown by Brainerd [2] , Kozen [17] , and Fiiliip and VBgvGlgyi [lo] .
Proposition 2.2. A tree language L is recognizable if and only if there exists a ground rewrite system R such that L is the union of jinitely many +-+i-classes.
Let Z be a ranked alphabet, let R be a rewrite system over Z, and let L be a tree language over C. Then Rz(L)={pIq+gp for some q E L} is the set of descendants of trees in L. When C is apparent from the context, we simply write R*(L) rather than R;(L). A rewrite system R over C preserves C-recognizability, if for each recognizable tree language L over Z, R;(L) is recognizable. A rewrite system R over A preserves recognizability, if for each ranked alphabet C with A & C, R preserves C-recognizability. Let R be a rewrite system over a ranked alphabet C. We say that R effectively preserves C-recognizability if for a given tree automaton 9J over C, we can effectively construct a tree automaton g over C such that L(V)=Rg(L(g)).
Let R be a rewrite system over a ranked alphabet A. We say that R effectively preserves recognizability if for a given ranked alphabet C with A & C and a given tree automaton g over Z', we can effectively construct a tree automaton %? over Z such that L(%') = Rz(L(9J)). The proofs of the following results are straightforward. 
(i) R effectively preserves recognizability. (ii) For each ranked alphabet C with sign(R) 2 C, R eflectively preserves C-recognizability.
A top-down tree transducer is a 5-tuple d = (z, A, A, ao,R), where (a) C and A are the input and output ranked alphabets, (b) A, the set of states, is a ranked alphabet containing only 1-ary elements, (c) as E A is the initial state, and (d) R is a rewrite system over the ranked alphabet A U C U A, R consists of rules of the form 44x1 ,...,x,))+u, wherem>O 
Generalized semi-monadic rewrite systems
In this section we introduce the notion of a gsm rewrite system and show that linear gsm rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability. Notice that Condition (a) implies that 13 E X. We abbreviate the expression linear gsm to lgsm. We obtain by direct inspection that R is lgsm. Note that Condition (a') implies that 1s EX. We visualize the unification of r-l/a and the supertree 13 of 12/p by the most general unifier CT, when Condition (a') (Condition (b'), Condition (c'), respectively) holds on Fig. 1 (Fig. 2, Fig. 3, respectively) . The proofs of the following two results are straightforward.
Observation 3.4. A rewrite system R is gsm if and only if R is restricted right-left
overlapping.
Observation 3.5. Each semi-monadic rewrite system is gsm as well.
We obtain the following result by direct inspection. ? = (C, A,A,ao, R) , there exists a top-down tree transducer P.8 = (C', A,A,ao, R') such that z'n A = 0 and that ran(z,)  =  ran(z,). Moreover, let ~4 = (C, A, A, ao, R) be a deterministic top-down tree transducer with C n A = 8. Then R is a left-linear gsm rewrite system. We now show that lgsm rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability.
Lemma 3.6. For each top-down tree transducer JS
To this end, from now on in this section, let R be an lgsm rewrite system over some ranked alphabet A, let Z be an arbitrary ranked alphabet such that A G C. Moreover, let L =L(W) be a recognizable tree language over Z, where 98 = (C,B, Rs,B') is a deterministic connected bottom-up tree automaton over C. Via a series of Theorems and lemmas we show that R;(L) is recognizable. In fact we construct a tree automaton % over Z such that L(%') = R;(L). Our construction is illustrated by an example in Section 4. As we are interested in the tree language R;(L) rather than in R:(L), by R*(L) we always mean R;(L).
Let E be the set of all ground terms u over .Z such that there are rules Ii -+ ~1 and 12 --t r2 in R, and there are occurrences CI E O(q) and p E 0(12), and there is a supertree 1s E r,(X) -X of 12/p with var(Zs) n uar(ll ) = 0 such that u (i) a = J or /? = 2, (ii) r-l/a and 13 are unifiable, and (iii) 0 is a most general unifier of r-l/a and 13, and (iv) there is an occurrence y E O(l3) such that 12//Q EX and 0(13/y) E Tz, and that is a subterm of o(Zs/y). It should be clear that E is finite and is effectively constructable.
Recall that 39 = (Z, B, RB, B' ) is such that L(g) =L. We lose no without loss of generality we may some We define Ro as follows.
(i) Rg GRo.
(ii) For all n>O, f EC,, tl,..., &ED, if f(tl,..., t, )ED, then we put the rule f((4),..., M>+ (f(t1, . ...&) ) in Ro. We shall refer to a rule appearing in (ii) as a (ii)-type rule of Ro. Let us assume that i 2 1 and we have defined the set Ri-1. Then we define Ri as follows.
(a) Ri_1 G Rt. It should be clear that there is an integer M 20 such that R,u = RM+I. Let M be the least integer such that RM = RM+I. Let %Z =G&. Let S=RM, and from now on we write %?=(C,C,S,B'), rather than G&=(C,C,RM,B').
Our aim is to show that R*(L) =L(W). To this end, first we show five preparatory lemmas, then the inclusion L(g) G R*(L), then again five preparatory lemmas, and finally the inclusion R*(L) CL(W). Lemma Proof. We proceed by induction on i. For i = 0 the statement is trivial. Let us suppose that i 2 1 and that we have shown the statement for 1,2,. . . , i -1. Let
L =L(~~
and let m be the number of (Ri -Ri_l)-mles applied by %i along (3) . We show by induction on m that there is an s E T, such that s $ p and s 2 q.
If m = 0, then p -+g,_, q and hence by the induction hypothesis on i, (4) holds.
Let us suppose that m 2 1 and that for 0, 1, . . . , m -1, we have shown (4). Let p --+i, q
where %? applies m (Rj -Ri_t )-rules. Then there are integers n, k, 1 <k < n, and there are trees tt, t2,ul,u2,. . . , u, E TE,C such that (I), (II), (III), and (IV) hold.
(I) p = ul -'R, ' ' '-'R,Uk=tl~R,Uk+l=t2~R,.'.~R,U,=q.
(II) along the reduction subsequence p = u1 +R, . ' ' +R, Uk = tl of (I), %i applies no (Ri -Ri_ 1 )-rule.
(III) in the rewrite step uk +Ri uk+l %?i applies an (Ri -Ri_l)-de. (IV) along the reduction subsequence t2 = Uk+l +R, . . . -+R, 24, = q of (I), Wj applies m -1 (Ri -Ri-1 )-rules.
By the induction hypothesis on i, there is a tree st E Tz such that sl:P and sl;tl.
Hence By Lemma 3.10, there is a tree s2 E Tz such that Hence by (5) and (6) , . . . ,x,,,+k}) is a supertree of 12/P, for each m + 1 <i <m + k, xi appears exactly once in 13. Moreover, var(ll ) n var(l3) = 0, and by (9) (16) of (13) . If 9? does not apply any rules at the occurrences aal,. . . , aa, along (16) , then vl,...,v,~BuE.
Proof. Let 1 <i d n, and let us assume that Vi ED -B. By (14) and (15), tj/CCCCi = (Vi). (17) By Lemma 3.15, V applies a rule in S -Ro at some prefix of mai along (16 The word a is a prefix of /I or /I is a prefix of IX. Hence we can distinguish two cases. Case 1: CI is a prefix of /I, see By Theorems 3.12 and 3.18, we get the following.
Theorem 3.19. R*(L) = L(g).
As A, R, C (A C Z), and g are arbitrary, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.20. Linear generalized semi-monadic rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability.
Theorem 3.21. A tree language L is recognizable tf and only tf there exists a rewrite system R such that R U R-' is a rewrite system preserving recognizability and that L is the union of finitely many *,*-classes.
Proof. Let us assume that L is recognizable. Then by Proposition 2.2 there is a ground rewrite system R such that L is the union of finitely many ++,*-classes. Clearly, RUR-'
is an lgsm rewrite system and hence, by Theorem 3.20, preserves recognizability.
Let us assume that there exists a rewrite sys tern R such that R U R-' is a rewrite system preserving recognizability and that L is the union of finitely many Hi-classes. That is to say, L = [tl]~ U [tZ]R U . . . U [t&j for some ka0. As +iUR-, = *i, L= (R u R-')*({t 1,. . . , tk}). It should be clear that the tree language {tl, . . . , tk} is recognizable. Since R U R-' preserves recognizability, L is also recognizable.
0
The following result is a simple consequence of our results. Theorem 3.22. A tree language L is recognizable if and only if there exists a rewrite system R such that R U R-' is an lgsm rewrite system and that L is the union of finitely many ct,*-classes. Then RUR-' is an lgsm rewrite system. Hence, by Theorem 3.22, the union of finitely many arbitrary *,*-classes is recognizable.
It is well known that the symbols of an alphabet C can be considered as unary function symbols, and hence words over Z can be considered as unary trees. For example the word apple can be considered as the tree a(p(p (l(e(#) )))), where # $Z is a symbol of rank 0. Then recognizable string languages over C are the same as recognizable tree languages over the ranked alphabet C U { 8).
Let R be a string rewrite system over .Z. We can consider R as a rewrite system as follows. The left-hand sides and the right-hand sides of the rules in R can be considered as trees containing the variable xi instead of #. For example, the string rewrite rule apple -+ peach can be considered as the rewrite rule a(p(p(~(e(xl ))I)) + p(e(a(c(Wl ))))I.
Hence our concepts and results carry over to strings as well. Let R be a string rewrite system. We say that R is restricted right-left overlapping if there is no rule A+ r in R, and the following holds. For any rules 11 + r-1 and 12 + r2 in R, for any nonempty suffix u E C+ of r-1 and any nonempty suffix v E C+ of 12, if u = r-1 or v = 12, then v cannot be a proper prefix of U. For example the string rewrite system (apple +peach} is restricted right-left overlapping. A string rewrite system R is monadic if (I, r) E R implies that 111 > IrI and ([r-l = 1 or Irl = 0). It is not hard to see that each monadic rewrite system is restricted rightleft overlapping as well. It should be clear what we mean when we say that a string rewrite system R over Z effectively preserves C-recognizability (recognizability, resp.). It is well known that monadic rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability, see Theorem 4.1.2 in [l] . The following theorem is a generalization of this result and is an interesting consequence of our results on rewrite systems.
Theorem 3.24. Restricted right-left overlapping string rewrite systems eflectively preserve recognizability. Moreover, a string language L is recognizable tf and only tf there exists a string rewrite system R such that R u R-' is a restricted right-left overlapping string rewrite system and that L is the union ofjinitely many -,*-classes.
Let R be a string rewrite system. We say that R is J-free if there is no rule I + r in R such that 1 or r is the empty word.
An example
In this section we illustrate the construction of qj, j>O, appearing in the previous Consider the bottom-up tree automaton S# = (C, B, Rg, B'), where B = { bl, bz},  B' = {bz}, and RB consists of the following two rules: # + bl, g(bl, bl) + b2 . It is not hard to show that L = L(93). By direct inspection we obtain that the set of subterms of the right-hand sides of the rules of R is (f(dh,fi) )) = 11, (fMh0)) = 1% (f(s(k#) ))= 13 .
Then %& = (C, C,Ro,B') is determined by the set Ro of rules. Ro consists of the following fifteen rules.
That is, Ro consists of the following fifteen rules.
#-th, g(h,h)+b2, #+I, f(h)+& f(h)+& f(l)+4 f(2)+% f(3)-+% f(d)+77
dh,l)+8, dbz, 1)+9, g(l, l)+ 10, , f(9)-12,  f(lO)+ 13 .
The bottom-up tree automaton GF?~ = (C, C,Rl,B') is determined by the set RI of rules. RI contains all rules of RO and the following five rules. That is, RI contains all rules of RO and the following five rules.
546, ll+b2, 1148, 12--+9, 13-10.
The bottom-up tree automaton W2 = (Z, C, Rz, B') is determined by the set R2 of rules. R2 contains all rules of RI and the following seven rules.
That is, R2 contains all rules of R1 and the following seven rules. The bottom-up tree automaton '%'s = (Z, C, R3, B') is determined by the set R3 of rules. R3 contains all rules of R2 and the following two rules.
(f(f(br 1)) -+ (f(g(b2, #I)), (f(f(bl))) + Mb23 $1).
That is, R3 contains all rules of R2 and the following two rules, 5-12, 549.
Since It is not hard to see that the rule 5 -t 11 is superfluous. We obtain the bottom-up tree automaton SZ!* = (C, C,&, B'), from di by dropping the rule 5+ 11. Thus S2 consists of the following eleven rules.
fi+bi, g(bi,bi)+bz, #+l,
We define the deterministic bottom-up tree automaton &3 = (Z, C, &A'), from d2 by applying the subset construction. Then 53 consists of the seven following rules. Hence Ss consists of the following seven rules: Moreover, A" = {a~}. We obtain by direct inspection that L(~44) = R*(L).
Rewrite systems preserving recognizability
In this section we study rewrite systems preserving recognizability and gsm rewrite systems. First we present a ranked alphabet C and a linear rewrite system R over Z such that R preserves C-recognizability but does not preserve recognizability.
Theorem 5.1. There is a ranked alphabet C and there is a linear rewrite system R over .Z such that R preserves C-recognizability but does not preserve recognizability.
Proof. Let C = Cl U CO, Z1 = {f,g}, CO = (~7). Let R consist of the following five rules.
It should be clear that for each tree t E T,, t -i #, and # --+i t. Hence for each nonempty tree language L C Tz, R*(L) = Tz. Thus R preserves C-recognizability.
Since L is finite, L is recognizable. However, R*(L) = {f"(g"(h(t))) 1 n 20, t E Tz} is not recognizable. 
(+)
Let A be an arbitrary ranked alphabet with sign(R) C A. To each symbol g E Ak -sign(R), k >O, we assign a tree tg E T&Y,). To this end, we number the symbols in A -sign(R) from 1 to IA -sign(R)J. Then we define the nth left comb left,, and the nth right comb right, as follows.
(i) left0 = f( #, 8) and right, = 8, (ii) for each n 20, left,,+, = f (lefttn,x,+l ), right,,, = f (#, right,). Finally, to a symbol g E Ak -sign(R), k 20, with number 1, we assign the tree tg = f (leftk, right,) . It should be clear that 5' is a convergent rewrite system. For each tree p E TA, we denote by p', the S-normal form of p. For a tree language L & G, let L' = {p' Ip EL}.
It is not hard to show the following two statements. The proof of the following result is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 5.5. Let R be a rewrite system over sign(R), and let C = {f, #} U sign(R), where f E &sign(R) and # E 2$ -sign(R). R eflectively preserves C-recognizability
if and only if R effectively preserves recognizability. 1-r in S, r, ER~,,({~,}) .
Consequence 5.6. Let R be a rewrite system over Z such that there is a symbol f E & -sign(R) and there is a constant # E CO -sign(R). Then R preserves recognizability if and only if R preserves C-recognizability. Moreover, R e&Sectively preserves recognizability if and only if R eflectively preserves C-recognizability.

Proof. (a)
Let 1-r beanarbitraryrule ins. Clearly, Z+,*r. Thus r,ERlf,,({E,}) .
(+=) Let us suppose that tl, t2 E T&C), and that tt +S t2 applying the rule I&+r. As rz l Rz,z({l,}), 1, -+i r, holds. Hence 1 -+i r implying that tl -+i t2 as well. 0
Let l+ r be an arbitrary rule in S. We can construct a tree automaton over ZUZ recognizing the singleton set { lz}. As R effectively preserves recognizability,
Rlf "z( { ZZ})
is recognizable, and we can construct a tree automaton over ,Y U Z recognizing R * Zuz({Z,}) .
Hence we can decide if r, ER$,z({l,}) . Thus by Claim 5.8, we can decide if +s G -g. 0 Consequence 5.9. Let RI and R2 be rewrite systems eflectively preserving recognizability. Then it is decidable which one of the following four mutually excluding conditions holds.
where %a" stands for the incomparability relationship.
Observation 5.10. If one omits a rule from an lgsm rewrite system, then the resulting rewrite system still remains lgsm.
One can easily show the following result applying Theorem 3.20, Consequence 5.9, and Observation 5.10.
Consequence 5.11. For an lgsm rewrite system R, it is decidable whether R is leftto-right minimal.
Consequence 5.9 also implies the following. Proof. We assume that g E Cr. One can easily modify the proof of this case when proving the more general case g E Ck, k 2 1. For each t E Tz(X), let ts E Tz be defined from t by substituting g'( #) for all occurrences of the variable xi for i > 1. Proof. (=k) Let I--) r be an arbitrary rule in R2. Clearly, 1, +& rs. Thus by our assumption 1, +R*, re.
(+) Let us suppose that tl, t2 E Tz, and that tl +& t2 applying the rule l--+r. As rg ER?W,I), I, -+* R, rg holds. Hence 1 --+i, r implying that tl +i, t2 as well. 0
For each rule l--) r in R2, the tree language { lg} is recognizable, and we can construct a tree automaton over C recognizing { lg}. As R1 effectively preserves recognizability, RT({l,}) is also recognizable, and we can construct a tree automaton over Z and of (ix) carry over.
To adopt the proof of (viii), we observe the following. Let & = (Z, A, A, ao,R) be a deterministic top-down tree transducer. Then by Lemma 3.6, we may assume that Z fl A = 0. Hence, by Lemma 3.6, R is a left-linear gsm rewrite system. Let * be a new symbol with rank 0, such that * $ C U A U A. If we add a rule a(q) + * (with a E A) to R, then R remains a left-linear gsm rewrite system. q A deterministic homomorphism tree transducer is a special deterministic top-down tree transducer, see [9] . It is undecidable for a tree function induced by a deterministic homomorphism tree transducer if it is injective, see [9] . Hence by Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 3.6, the following holds.
Theorem 5.23. Let R be a convergent left-linear gsm rewrite system over Z. Let L 2 Tz be a recognizable tree language given by a tree automaton over C recognizing L. Then it is undecidable if the tree function -F: fl (L x R(L)) is injective.
Lemma 5.24. Let R and S be linear collapse-free rewrite systems over the disjoint ranked alphabets C and A, respectively. Let r be a ranked alphabet with C u A C r. Consider R and S as rewrite systems over r. Then (i) -)s 0 +R c +R u ( hR 0 +S), and
(ii) -+& = -2 0 -s*.
Proof. The proof of (i) is straightforward. Condition (ii) is a simple consequence of (i). 0
Theorem 5.25. Let R and S be linear collapse-free rewrite systems over the disjoint ranked alphabets 2 and A, respectively. Let R and S preserve recognizability. Then
R @ S also preserves recognizability.
Proof. Let L be a recognizable tree language over some ranked alphabet r, where C U A & T. By Lemma 5.24, (R @ S);(L) = S,*(RF(L)). As R preserves recognizability, RF(L) is recognizable. Moreover, since S preserves recognizability, S,(RF(L)) is also recognizable. 0
Theorem 5.26. Let R and S be linear collapse-free rewrite systems over the disjoint ranked alphabets C and A, respectively. Let R @ S preserve recognizability. Then R and S also preserve recognizability.
Proof. Let L be a recognizable tree language over some ranked alphabet r, where Z c r. It is sufficient to show that RF(L) is recognizable. Without loss of generality we may rename the symbols of r such that r n A = 0. Thus RF(L) = (R @ S);,,(L).
Since C U A G T U A and R @ S preserves recognizability, RF(L) is recognizable. q Consequence 5.21. For linear collapse-free rewrite systems, the property of preserving recognizability is modular.
The proof of the following result is similar to the proof of Consequence 5.27.
Theorem 5.28. For linear collapse-free rewrite systems, the property of eflectively preserving recognizability is modular.
Let R and S be string rewrite systems over the disjoint alphabets C and A, respectively. Then the disjoint union R 6E S of R and S is the string rewrite system R U S over the alphabet Z U A. A property 9 is modular if R $ S has the property 9' if and only if both R and S has the property 9. Our results on linear collapse-free rewrite systems imply that preserving recognizability and effectively preserving recognizability are modular properties of A-free string rewrite systems.
Theorem 5.29. Let R and S be I-free string rewrite systems over the disjoint alphabets Z and A, respectively. Then R and S preserve recognizability if and oniy if R 03 S also preserves recognizability. Moreover, R and S effectively preserve recognizability if and only if R @ S also eflectively preserves recognizability.
Conclusion and open problems
We have introduced the notion of the generalized semi-monadic rewrite system, which is a generalization of well-known rewrite systems: the ground rewrite system, the monadic rewrite system, and the semi-monadic rewrite system. We have shown that lgsm rewrite systems effectively preserve recognizability.
We have shown that a tree language L is recognizable if and only if there exists a rewrite system R such that RUR-' is an lgsm rewrite system and that L is the union of finitely many +-+,*-classes.
We presented several decidability and undecidability results on gsm rewrite systems. Our results give rise to several open problems.
(1) Gilleron [14] showed that for a rewrite system R, it is not decidable if R preserves sign(R)-recognizability.
Is it decidable for a rewrite system R over a ranked alphabet C, sign(R) c Z, whether R preserves C-recognizability?
Is it decidable for a rewrite system R whether R preserves recognizability?
(2) Generalize lgsm rewrite systems such that the obtained rewrite systems still effectively preserve recognizability. (4) Let R be a rewrite system effectively preserving recognizability.
Is it decidable
if R is left-to-right minimal? Is it decidable if R is two-way minimal? Is it decidable if R is left-to-right ground minimal? Is it decidable if R is two-way ground minimal?
The last two questions are also open if R is an lgsm rewrite system.
(5) Dauchet and his colleagues [5, 6] have shown that for a ground rewrite system R, it is decidable if R is confluent and it is decidable if R is noetherian. Give subclasses Ct and Cz of lgsm rewrite systems which contain the class of ground rewrite systems such that for any rewrite system R E Cl it is decidable if R is noetherian and that for any rewrite system R E Cz, it is decidable if R is confluent.
(6) Fiilijp and Gyenizse [9] showed that for an arbitrary linear deterministic topdown tree transducer d, it is decidable if the tree function td is injective. Hence in the light of Theorem 5.23, we raise the following question. Let R be a convergent If R effectively preserves recognizability, then it is decidable if R is tame. If R is convergent, then R is tame as well. It would be worth while studying tame rewrite systems preserving recognizability.
Recently, Otto [19] has proved the following result which appeared as a conjecture in a previous version of this paper. Theorem 6.1 (Otto [ 191) . A string rewrite system R ouer C preserves C-recognizability if and only if R preserves recognizability.
